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While economic and house price growth slowdown is the general direction within the major 
regions of the Rand Area, the Western Cape has recently bucked that trend to record the 
fastest average house price growth of the major regions. 

While it is unlikely that any of the Rand Area’s (Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland) can escape the current 
period of global economic stagnation unscathed, some will do better than others depending on the “competitive 
advantage” that they have created for themselves. This in turn influences relative housing market performances. 

It is old news that Namibia’s economic growth rate has been well-above that of South Africa’s over the past decade, 
often exceeding the 6% growth mark. This has been supported by strong levels of fixed investment in that economy. 
This, accompanied by a widely reported lack of newly available land for development, has translated into very strong 
average house price inflation in that country.  

Over the 15 year period from the 1st quarter of 2001 to the 1st quarter of 2016, we estimate the cumulative average 
house price growth in that country to have measured a massive 550.2%, and we estimate the average price of what 
gets transacted to be R1.587 million in the 1st quarter of 2016. 

But Namibia’s house price growth has been slowing in recent times, as has South Africa’s as a whole. However, there 
is one region within the Rand Area that has recently bucked the trend, and now shows stronger house price growth 
than even Namibia, and that is the Western Cape. The province is the most expensive within South Africa’s borders, 
with an average estimated house transaction price of R1.353 million. Over the past 15 years, its cumulative house 
price inflation has been estimated at 290.5%, more modest long term growth than the booming Namibia. But of late, 
it has been the only major region within the Rand area to show an average house price growth acceleration, while all 
else around it shows a slowing pace of growth. 

The FNB Western Cape House Price Index for the 1st Quarter of 2016 rose 12% year-on-year. This is faster than the 
10.5% recorded in the previous quarter, and is the highest price growth rate recorded since the 1st quarter of 2006. 
Even in real terms, when adjusted for the province’s CPI (Consumer Price Index) inflation rate, the rate of increase 
was a very strong 5.58% year-on-year in the 1st quarter. 

Of the major Rand Area regions, the Western Cape had the highest house price growth in the 1st quarter, followed 
by Namibia with 8.1%, and thereafter the other major South African provinces with Eastern Cape on 7.6%, KZN 
recording 5.6%, and Gauteng rising by 3%. 
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We believe that this relatively superior residential market performance within the Rand area is due in part to a 
greater land constraint that the Western Cape possesses relative to, for instance, land-locked Gauteng. But it goes 
further than this, to the province having built a perception of good provincial and Cape Town Metro management, 
and the combination of a good lifestyle as cities go, along with a strong services-dominated economy that provides 
steadily improving business and employment opportunity. 

According to IHS Globalinsight estimates over the 10 year period from 2005 to 2014, the Western Cape achieved the 
fastest growth of South Africa’s 9 provinces, narrowly ahead of Gauteng and KZN, averaging 3.4% per annum. 

 

Data source: HIS Globalinsight 

The all round popularity of the province, form both an economic and lifestyle point of view, has seen it recording a 
strong net inflow of repeat home buyers, according to our own estimates. This net inflow, in turn, we believe adds 
additional support to its residential market, over and above this province’s typical stronger level of foreigner buying 
compared to others. 

The Western Cape has developed a competitive advantage, which appears reflected in its having the lowest 
percentage of repeat buyers leaving the province, i.e. 7.3% of total repeat buyers, as well as by far the strongest net 
inward migration rate of repeat buyers from other provinces. 

Western Cape aside, though, the other 3 of the Big 4 provinces (Gauteng, KZN and Eastern Cape) find themselves 
often having net outward migrations of repeat buyers (i.e. more repeat buyers leaving the provinces than the 
number flowing in), although the Eastern Cape moved into slight positive net inward migration in 2015. Net outflows 
are something that one would think may not bode well for those regions’ future economic growth rates. 

The Net Inflow of Repeat Property Buyers to the Western Cape has become nothing short of spectacular, measuring 
12.2% of the province’s repeat buying, having accelerated steadily since 2009, and now dwarfing the net migration 
rates of the other 8 provinces. 
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We are not convinced that the region has it all its own way with regard to skills migration, and suspect that a 
significant portion of its younger skilled inhabitants head inland to start their careers in the larger Gauteng Province 
economy. However, we can’t measure this, as many of these people would be aspirant 1st time home buyers, and as 
such haven’t yet appeared on the deeds database. 

What we do know, though, is that the Western 
Cape has, since 2009, had a noticeably lower level 
of 1st time buying than the national average, 
according to our FNB Estate Agent Survey 

Whereas the National Average 1st time buyer 
estimate hovers above 20% of total buying, the 
Western Cape was at 11% in the 1st quarter of 
2016, and has been noticeably lower than the 
National Average percentage for most of the time 
since 2009. 

 

 

However, we believe it is safe to say that, within the South Africa context the province is doing very well in the “war 
for skills”, and that this may well lead to the region showing one of the strongest long term economic growth rates 
of the 9 provinces in the years to come….something of a virtuous cycle. 

The region is unlikely to escape the global and domestic economic slowdown, however. Indeed, some of the sources 
of residential demand in the Western Cape have already showed signs of slowing. The FNB Estate  Agent Survey 
points to a year-on-year decline in Residential Activity levels recently, as one would expect in this credit-dependent 
residential market when interest rates are rising.  

In addition, the survey has also pointed to 
residential buying by foreigners as having slowed, 
from a high of 10.5% of total buying late in 2014 to 
6.5% by the summer quarters of 2015/16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

However, for the time being, the agents in the 
Western Cape perceive it to have the highest level 
of supply constraints, with 27% of the region’s 
agents citing “stock constraints’ as a key factor 
influencing their perceptions of future activity 
levels, the highest of any major Rand Area region. 
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Supply-side constraints, and the province’s relative popularity as a “semi-gration” destination for South Africans 
from other regions are likely to see the Western Cape’s housing market outperform that of others in 2016. 
However, it is unlikely that this market can defy “economic gravity” indefinitely, and we would expect to see its 
house price growth beginning to slow in the near future. 

Perhaps ironically, though, it must be pointed out that while the region’s relatively strong economic and 
“perceptional” performance within South Africa has driven relative strength in its residential market, the risk is 
that its housing market can be a growth constraining factor ultimately, should stock constraints and affordability 
challenges be left unaddressed. One has to ask why the Western Cape has a lower estimated level of 1st time 
buying. Is it affordability? That could be Gauteng’s competitive advantage….higher per capital income and lower 
house prices, perhaps a key contributor to Gauteng’s perceived ability to attract young skills, and a reason why 
that province has a far higher rate of 1st time home buying. High property values are often extolled as a virtue, but 
if they ultimately prohibit the attraction of skills due to in-affordability, that can eventually become a negative 
factor for economic growth. This is a potential future risk for the Western Cape. 

 

 

 


